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“It’s still your thoughtful consideration! This is basically foolproof!”

“But in order to be 100% successful, we should go personally! After all, machines are machines! And
there are many uncertain factors!”

Said the brain of God.

“That’s for sure! We are ready to go now!”
Doctor Dark smiled.

“Master, they finally reacted! Four substitutes are now excluded!”

The subordinates immediately reported.

Hearing this, the Dark Doctor smiled indifferently.

“It’s too late to know now! If they find the right one, and then check it slowly, it will take at least three
days, and it will take five days to find me at the earliest!”
Doctor Dark laughed and said, “Maybe this world no longer exists at that time? Has it already been
revenge?”

God’s brain is also laughing.

They are simply crazy.

The revenge is so big.

“Okay, then let’s start! Transport the equipment from another exit! We gather in a secret place behind!”

The Dark Doctor ordered.

After all, this vehicle is not small in size.

The key is that the brain of God also made two vehicles at once.

The front cannot be transported out of the hospital.

It must be shipped out through other channels.

Others transported two vehicles from other channels.

The Dark Doctor and God’s brain came out from the front in a swagger.

At this time, it was already late at night.

There are very few people in the hospital.

Especially here in the morgue, there is no one.

There was a gloomy atmosphere.

“Rumble…”

Accompanied by sound.

The cabinet containing a corpse was opened from the middle, and the dark doctor and the brain of God
walked out.

The two of them glowed red, and the corners of their mouths were full of smiles.

Their retaliation plan is about to succeed.

“Finally came out, waiting for you for a long time!”Suddenly, there was a voice in the gloomy and empty
morgue.

This shocked both Doctor Dark and God’s Brain.

Thought that corpse was resurrected.

The two screamed!

I saw a person sitting not far away on a shelf where the corpse was placed.

He was smiling, looking at them leisurely.

“Ye… Levi Garrison!”

The brain of God and Doctor Dark yelled out in unison.

Although this is not an important role anymore.

But they still heard of it.

Even checked Levi Garrison’s information.

Now that I saw him, I recognized him.

“You…you…how did you find it?”

“Why are you here?”

The Dark Doctor and God’s Brain were really frightened.

Full of doubts.

Unbelievable!

All this was completely beyond their expectations!

When you think you want to succeed, when you think you want to support everyone.

I didn’t expect Levi Garrison to be here!

“Of course I’m waiting for you! It’s really hard to find you!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Accident!

What a surprise!

The Dark Doctor has countless calculations, but there is still Levi Garrison among those who are looking
for him!

Also found him!

This is incredible!

He didn’t understand until this moment.

So many people are staring at him…

It’s not just those of the Sky Shield.

Shock!

So shocked!

